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Advantages of superconducting quantum interference device-detected
magnetic resonance over conventional high-frequency electron
paramagnetic resonance for characterization of nanomagnetic materials

Brant Cagea! and Stephen E. Russek
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado 80305

David Zipse and Naresh S. Dalal
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

sPresented on 10 November 2004; published online 16 May 2005d

A dc-detected high-frequency electron paramagnetic resonancesHF-EPRd technique, based on a
standard superconducting quantum interference devicesSQUIDd magnetometer, has significant
advantages over traditional HF-EPR based on microwave absorption measurements. The
SQUID-based technique providesquantitative determination of the dc magnetic moment as a
function of microwave power, magnetic field and temperature. The EPR spectra obtained do not
contain variability in the line shape and splittings that are commonly observed in the standard
single-pass transmission mode HF-EPR. We demonstrate the improved performance by comparing
EPR spectra for Fe8 molecular nanomagnets using both SQUID-based and conventional
microwave-absorption EPR systems. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-frequency electron paramagnetic resonancesHF-
EPRd has proved to be an invaluable technique for cha
terization of magnetic materials.1–7 HF-EPR is generally pe
formed using one of two configurations. In the first,3,4,6 the
sample is contained within a resonant cavity and the ch
in quality factor sQd is measured, from which the out-o
phase imaginarysabsorptiond component of the complex vo
ume microwave susceptibility is determined,x9, or the
change in resonant frequency of the cavity is measured,
which the in-phase realsdispersiond componentx8 is de-
rived. The second configuration is a single-pass or trans
sion measurement where the sample is mounted ins
waveguide and the change in transmitted radiation pow
measured as a function of the swept magnetic field.2,5,7 The
former has the advantage of high sensitivity and discrete
servation ofx8 andx9, whereas the latter has the advant
of broadband measurements and ease of use. Unfortun
discrete line shape analysis of the transmission techniq
hindered by admixtures of absorptive and dispersive sig
as well as effects related to the microwave propagation7

In general, for an exchange-coupled spin system
EPR signal tends towards a Lorentzian line shape. Follo
Pake and Purcell8 in Fig. 1 we analyze the complex magne
susceptibility,x, where x=x8+ ix9 in terms of the dimen
sionless parameterx such thatx=2sH0−Hd /DH1/2 whereH0,
H and DH1/2 are, respectively, the resonance field, sw
field, and the full width at half maximum in units of A/m o
the abscissa.8 On the ordinate we plot the product of t
volume static susceptibilityx0, the angular frequencyv in
Hz and the transverse spin lifetimeT2 in seconds.8 The trace
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are offset and the base line represents the zero for each
Figure 1sad shows the line shape forx9 in the absence o
magnetic field modulation. The line position would
marked by the field at which the maximum is observed.
relative signal shape has also been shown to be charact
of the superconducting quantum interference de
sSQUIDd-detected and Hall-bar detected EPR suppressi
the magnetic moment.9–11 In the presence of field modulati
the absorptive signal appears as the first derivative, sho
Fig. 1sbd, and the line position is determined by the z
crossing. The first derivative of the reactive signal is il
trated in Fig. 1scd, and the line position is marked as
maximum. Resonant cavity measurements in conjun
with an automatic frequency control that compensates fo

l:

FIG. 1. Simulated spectra based on a Lorentzian line shape and
formalism. ssee Ref. 8d. The traces are offset with the base line of e
representing its zero.sad Non modulated example of either rf-detectedx9 or
dc-detected suppression ofx0 with arbitrary units.sbd First derivative ofsad
representing field modulatedx9. scd Field modulatedx8. sdd A mixture of sbd

and scd.
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change in resonant cavity frequency can discretely sep
these components. However, in the case of transmi
measurements using over-moded waveguide, the line is
monly a superposition of these two components. This l
to a mixed spectrum, such as that shown in Fig. 1sdd, where
it is not clear a priori where the line position should
marked or even whether a single peak is present. The m
ods in use to address this problem are,sad iterative adjust
ments of the frequency or phase of the excitation radia
during the experiment until the line shape appears eithe
sorptive or dispersive,sbd post-experimental analytic fittin
of the line, or scd, a combination of both.7 Unfortunately
these methods entail a certain amount of operator judg
and assumptions as to the signal shape. Another pro
with rf-detected transmission techniques is propagation
fects, which can be present when the dimension of
sample is close to the wavelength of the exciting radiat7

These effects are described in Ref. 7 as in the case of a
parallel solid sample where the transmitted power thro
the faces perpendicular to the propagation direction res
Fabry-Pérot-like interference fringes.7 These propagation e
fects are affected by thesad sample thickness,sbd magnetic
field, scd radiation frequency andsdd any other perturbation
of the refractive index.7

Here, we present a SQUID-based multi-frequency E
method with consistent line shapes that are independe
small experimental changes in phase and frequency. N
erator judgment of the spectrum is required and, thus,
doubt as to the shape, position of the resonant field, or
ber of peaks exists. Additionally, the SQUID detected te
nique does not directly detect the transmitted rf, and t
propagation effects are not present.

II. EXPERIMENT

A detailed description of the apparatus is given in Re
we briefly outline it here. We used a commercial SQU
magnetometer capable of field sweeps from 0 to 7 T
temperature sweeps of 1.8–400 K to obtain the mag
moment. A klystron operating at 100 mW and 141 GHz
used to generate the microwaves. The power levels us
this experiment are estimated at 25 mW delivered to
sample. We have found that data are obtainable at p
levels as low as an estimated 1 mW. There are small
shifts and considerable line broadening at high powers
1.8 K: these effects are under investigation. The meas
sample consisted of a single alignedfFe8O2sOHd12s1,4,7-
triazacyclononaned6gBr8·9H2O crystal, denoted as Fe8. The
Fe8 crystal was grown by the typical method12 and had a
volume of approximately 3 mm3. The dc magnetic field wa
applied along thez axis,z being the high symmetry magne
axis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fe8 is one of the best known single-molecule nanom
nets and has been extensively characterized.3,12–18 These
studies have determined that the electronic ground sta
S=10 whereS is the primary electronic spin quantum nu

ber with an excited stateS=9 about 24 K above. There are
te
n
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2S+1 Ms energy levelss−10,−9, . . .9 ,10d, whereMs is the
secondary quantum number for thez component of the ele
tron spin angular momentum. In general, this compoun
modeled as a double-well potential with the ten negativeMs

levels on one side and the ten positiveMs on the other.
Shown in Fig. 2 are the spectra of a single aligned c

tal of Fe8 obtained with a conventional transmission HF-E
system at 141 GHz and 4 K. The upper trace shows a
trum with no operator influence. The lower trace shows
spectrum after iterative operator adjustments of the
quency until the spectrum appears to contain as few di
sive elements as possible. A series of peaks are assig
the S=10 ground state. The peaks are labeled with num
representing the angular momentum eigenvalues,Ms, from
which the spins are excited by theDMs=1 transition, i.e.
Ms=−10 represents the transition fromMs=−10 to −9. Ad-
ditional structure in the spectra is sample dependent
unclear origins.18 A comparison of the upper and lower tra
shows that small changes in experimental conditionssDn
<100–500 MHzd result in very different spectra. This va
ability in the spectra creates a degree of uncertainty
where to mark with field positions. The observed peak p
tions are consistent with the eigenstates and known liter
values of the spin Hamiltonian13–18

H = mBgH ·S+ DSZ
2 + EsSX

2 − SY
2d + B4

0O4
0, s1d

wheremB is the Bohr magneton,g is the Landeg tensor,H is
the applied magnetic field,D is the uniaxial spin-spin co
pling parameter,E is a measure of the magnetic anisotrop
a plane perpendicular to the easyszd axis of magnetization
Sx, Sy, andSz are projections along the hard, intermediate
easy axes of the electronic spin operatorS, respectively, an
the fourth order term is described in Refs. 15–18.

In Fig. 3 we present the magnetization data of Fe8 in the
absencesupper curved and presenceslower curved of micro-
wave irradiation at 4 K and 141 GHz. In the absence of
crowaves a simple saturation curve is measured. Upon
diation a series of dips in the magnetization appear. T
dips correspond to electron paramagnetic resonant ab
tion of microwave power between adjacentMs levels. The
inset shows the percent saturation which is equal ts1

FIG. 2. RF-detected HF-EPR spectra of an Fe8 single crystal withH parallel
to z at 141 GHz and 4 K.
−Mon/Moffd3100 whereMon andMoff are, respectively, the
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z-axis magnetizationsMzd in the presence and absence
microwave irradiation. In contrast to the transmission d
however, there are clear maxima and little ambiguity ex
as to where to mark the peak positions.These peak amp
tudes represent quantitative knowledge of the degree of
ration of the magnetization as function of Ms. This type of
quantitative knowledge is not easily obtained by conv
tional HFEPR. The values obtained for this suppression
much larger than those expected for a simple transition
tween adjacentMs levelss,5%d. We estimate from dc su
ceptibility data that for theMs=−10 transition in Fig. 3
temperature increase of,4 K would be needed for the o
served 20% reduction inMz. This is currently under invest
gation. As the power levels are approximately the same
tween the rf and dc detected techniques, any pote
heating effects on linewidth or line position should aff
both equally. The small wiggles at higher fields are con
tent with transitions in theS=9 excited state.17 The stick
diagram shows the calculated line positions according to
s1d using the standard literature valuesg=2.00, D=
−0.29 K, E=0.047 K andB4

0=1.0310−6 K.14–18

FIG. 3. Magnetization of a single aligned crystal of Fe8, with H parallel to
z, as a function of magnetic field and microwave irradiation at 4 K
141 GHz. The upper trace is in the absence of microwaves and the
trace is in the presence of microwaves. The inset shows a semilog plot
percent saturation as a function of swept field.

FIG. 4. A direct comparison of the derivative of the dc-SQUID-dete
spectrum from the inset of Fig. 3 to the lower trace of Fig. 2
,

-

e
-

-
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.

In Fig. 4 we directly compare the rf-transmissi
detected and SQUID-detected data. In the upper trac
plot the derivative of the data in the inset to Fig. 3 and in
lower trace we plot the lower trace of Fig. 2. The stick
gram shows the calculated line positions. Little ambig
exists as to where to mark the line positions of the SQ
detected, whereas a large degree of uncertainty, especi
the transitions at lower fields, exists for the rf-detected lo
trace.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that SQUID-based HF-EPR
vides a quantitative determination of the dc magnetic
ment of nanomagnetic materials as a function of known
crowave irradiation power, and removes uncertainties in
line positions and line shapes that arise in standard si
pass transmission HF-EPR. This design should be ame
to perform an rf-detected reflection EPR experiment
lowed by a SQUID-based EPR experiment thus ena
separation of the dispersive and absorptive element
questionable spectra.
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